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Executive Summary 
A significant part of Sierra Leone’s GDP comes from the Agriculture Sector and most of the farmers are small holders with limited knowledge of modern 

farming practices and access to agricultural inputs. Currently the few agricultural inputs suppliers in the country have limited capacity to import and 

effectively distribute products to farmers and their operations and marketing approach are rudimentary.  

Most farmers in the country have the impression that the available inputs in the country are of good quality but they feel that these inputs are rarely 

available through their local agro dealers. The agro dealer network, which is a vital component to the agricultural inputs value chain, is grossly inefficient. 

Despite recent efforts to strengthen these networks through donor interventions such as CNFA and the ABCs these interventions have largely failed and 

farmers are relying on a few neighbourhood agro dealers with limited stocking units and no reliable information on agricultural practices or extension 

services. Basic services that are paramount to increasing yields like soil testing, spraying and extension are not available. Additionally, they are not utilizing 

organic compost, hybrid grain seeds or irrigation solutions and market access is still unreliable.  

The profile and their journey as a client can be described as follows: Both female and male farmers are planting a variety of crops in parcels between 2-5 

acres. They primarily grow plasas, some exotic vegetables, maize, okra, cassava, sorghum, ground nuts and chic peas. Both male and female farmers keep 

chickens and goats. The typical famer is married, is part of a farmer’s group, does not have a bank account and most of their farming information is 

obtained through interaction with local influencers and the radio. They feel that financial constraints to purchase more inputs, access to labour, and 

systematic stock outs are major barriers for their farming practice to flourish. Typically, if they own a phone, it is analogue and not mobile money enabled.  

The Farmers have access to some kind of (informal) credit and visit their local agro dealer several times a year. Female farmers are less likely to own a 

phone, be literate, or be part of a farming group. Both male and female farmers are quite risk averse and therefore reluctant to capitalize on new practices 

and products and have little or no brand awareness or loyalty.  

Within their household, the husband is the ultimate decision maker when it comes to agricultural input purchases. The female in the household is a major 

influencer and is able to make purchases with her husband’s approval. Purchases are more likely to take place in the morning before going to the farm or 

later in the afternoon when coming back to the home. Families prefer to listen to radio during the evening between 7:00 and 9:00 pm.  

In order to effectively reach farmers, five major marketing strategies are recommended: Content Marketing, Events Driven Marketing, SMA Campaigns and 

Leveraging Influencers. These are cost effective methods that would reach the majority of clients on the medium term. The assignment uses desk review of 

documents, two quantitative surveys, two rounds of qualitative in depth interviews with key informants and filed observations. Based on the crop mapping 

exercise, farmers are purchasing mostly (vegetable) seeds, tools and three types of fertilisers.  

Pre- emergence agro chemical are not available for purchase and only post emergence are systematically purchased by farmers when and if the need arises. 

Improved grain seeds are not purchased or available. The perception of farmers is that kept seeds are sufficiently appropriate. Vegetable crop planting 
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spans over the year with three main cycles. Farmers have understand the purpose of hybrid seeds and purchase them when available. The application of 

NPK, UREA and DAP are pervasive despite the fact that soil testing is not used. 

Background 

Agriculture in Sierra Leone 
Though Sierra Leone has a lot of minerals, agriculture remains the backbone of its economy. Agricultural activities in the country include planting food crops 

and tree crops, forestry, fishery, livestock keeping and hunting. This contributes to more than 50% of the country’s GDP, and about 10% of the exports. It 

provides employment to approximately two-thirds of the population. 

The important food crop producing districts are: Koinadugu, Bombali, Port Loko, Kambia, Moyamba,  Tonkolil, Bonthe and Pujehun. Kenema, Kailahun and 

Kono have a large number of households producing cash crops since they are the main districts involved in the production of cocoa and coffee, the two 

most important cash crops. 

The crops sub-sector dominates the agricultural GDP with 33%. Most farmers produce rain-fed crops and tree crops using the shifting cultivation or the 

slash-and-burn farming systems. 

SOBA Background 
Sierra Leone Opportunities for Business Action (SOBA) is a market systems development programme that aims to reduce poverty in Sierra Leone. To do this, 

SOBA provides targeted technical and financial investment in business practice innovations that grow businesses and improve farmer and small-scale 

entrepreneur performance and market position concurrently. Since 2013, SOBA has made investments within agriculture, light manufacturing and 

waste/energy sectors in Sierra Leone. 

Access, uptake and best-use of agricultural inputs and services are critical to improved production at the farmer level. However, currently agriculture input 

suppliers derive the bulk of their sales from institutional buyers, such as GoSL or not-for-profits that purchase in bulk and then provide one-off give-aways 

to farmers. As a result, agriculture input suppliers aren’t meeting farmer need: points of sale are few and far away and products are expensive to purchase. 

In the end, few farmers access inputs and information they need to grow production – limiting commercial capacity and income opportunity. 

To date, SOBA has supported localized agro dealer distribution through partnerships with a handful of suppliers, testing sales incentives, embedded 

advisory services, and supplier-led credit schemes alongside. They are now scaling successes across additional partners while integrating new customer-
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driven marketing and sales tactics and building-in quick customer-to-supplier response mechanisms that will enable agricultural input businesses to better 

service farmers and to do so more profitably. 

Customer Insights Report 
The information presented in this report is an  illustrative representation of small holder farmers purchase behaviour and customer experiences as a result 

of desk review, a nine day field visit to 6 provinces, a number of interviews with agriculture input distributors in Freetown, two quantitative surveys and two 

qualitative, in depth interviews with farmers and agricultural input sellers in Sierra Leone.  

Although the surveys are not representative of a larger sample of farmers in the country, it is more than sufficient to illustrate some key aspects required 

for the assignment. A total of 94 farmers (49% female) were interviewed in six provinces of the country, including 35 agro-dealers and 18 in depth 

interviews of farmers (75% females). 

Customer and Agro dealer Surveys 
A survey was conducted to assess whether customers are satisfied with the current products and services offered by agricultural input sellers and gain a 

deeper understanding of their journey as customers. The survey targeted 100 interviews in two major agricultural corridors, Freetown to Kabala and 

Freetown to Boin. We also targeted 40 agro dealers, input sellers and traders.  

The information in the report was collaborated with desk reviews and two qualitative, in depth interviews with key informants. These interviews were 

important to cross reference information and also gain insights on the crop cycles of vegetables and maize. In addition we looked for purchase behaviours 

within the household, specifically trying to understand the gender dynamics. 
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Of the 94 farmers interviewed, 49% of them were female and 51% of them were male. A large number of both male and female farmers were between 19 

and 74 years old. 
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Most of the farmers interviewed are small scale farmers, owning land between 2-3 acres. The farmers also grow several crops in small parcels making 

productive, commercial farming more difficult. This is a pervasive practice in rural Africa. Farmers attempt to diffuse the risk by growing several crops at the 

same time in case some fail. Grain production is unproductive in this manner when combined with low application of inputs and lack of modern farming 

practices. Farmers in this region are locked into subsistence farming.   
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56% of the total number of farmers owned phones while 44% did not have a phone at all. Phone ownership between the male and female farmers is 

imbalanced. Of the female farmers, 57% had phones while 43% did not. Of the male farmers, 68% had phones while 32% did not. 

Female farmers are less likely to own phones and use mobile money. SMS communication is an effective tool for communication as it is affordable to most 

SME’s. The technology for mass SMS is available in Sierra Leone.  

There are proven methods to reach farmers via text messaging and interacting with clients. In Sierra Leone this channel only reaches half of the female 

population. The literacy level for female farmers in Sierra Leone is moderate. Historically, phone penetration has been growing rapidly in Africa. The 

numbers are expected to continue to increase exponentially. 
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Africel  
48% 

Airtel  
52% 

Mobile Phone Company 

100% 

Analouge Phones  

Yes  
21% 

No  
79% 

Mobile Money Enabled 

All Farmers use analogue phones. Only 21% of them have a mobile money enabled technology 

feature on their phone. The two mobile service providers they use are Airtel and Africel.  

Mobile money penetration is expected to increase rapidly. Like other parts of the continent, 

this technology has spurred a number of innovations in the agriculture sector. Continuing to 

monitor updates in mobile money and phone penetration will enable the supply of market 

products and services more efficiently. 
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The majority of farmers get information from media (radio). 43% of them get information from influencers such as family, friends, NGOs and Government 

Extension Officers. 

This information is important in determining cost effective marketing strategies. The channels to reach farmers are limited and radio needs to be 

considered with special attention considering cost, reach and literacy levels. Farmers are more likely to listen to radio between 7pm to 10pm. 
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39 

51 
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Radio
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Radio Stations Rate Card 
 
SN Name of Radio Station Location Jingle  

(30 seconds) 
Jingle  
(1 minute) 

Radio Air time 
(30 minutes) 

Radio Air Time 
(1 hour) 

1. Radio Democracy Freetown 8,000 10,000 350,000 7,00,000 

2. Sierra Leone Broadcasting 
Corporation (SLBC) 

Freetown 5,000 10,000 300,000 500,000 

3. Radio Bintumani Kabala 2,500 5,000 300,000 500,00 

4. Radio Bankasoka Port Loko 3,000 6,000 300,000 500,000 

5. Radio Gbafth Mile 91 3,000 6,000 300,000 500,000 

6. Kiss 104 FM Bo 5,000 10,000 300,000 600,000 

7. Radio Galaxy Lungi 3,000 6,000 300,000 500,000 

 

To change the behaviour of farmers, you must concentrate on local influencers. Coupling with Soba 1 findings, integrating extension services and expanding 

demonstration farms is critical for achieving better sales of inputs and higher yields.  

It is important to leverage the power of “influencing the influencers”, especially when farming practices are ingrained for generations and habits are 

perpetuated by a group that is intrinsically risk averse. It is a very complex venture, but feasible. Master farmers, agricultural input sellers and government 

extension officer have not been formally trained, so reaching these individuals will have a multiplier effect in their communities.   
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Barriers That Hinder Farmers from Purchasing More Inputs 
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Financial constraints are the biggest barrier to farmers when it comes to purchasing more farm inputs. 99% of the interviewed farmers mentioned this. 

There is a financial system failure but the competitive advantage of the program and donor interest lay on increasing the access to inputs and leveraging 

the information/practice gap. This also aligns with SOBA’s current and future partners. As part of the strategy, it is clear that product sales must be lumped 

with information. Building a database of clients and targeting them through the available channels will result in a higher ROI from marketing. 
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It is encouraging to know most farmers are part of a farming group. The gender disparity is evident but this is a channel that can be developed through the 

aggregation of farmers so suppliers can reach a wider audience for marketing and ultimately lever sales and access of inputs. 

 

 

Female farmers are half as likely to have a bank account, which perpetuates the cycle of lack of finance, lack of input purchase and low productivity. 

Addressing this at a programmatic level is complex and time consuming. Alternative models like One Acre Fund or expanding on grower schemes can be 

explored in the future. 
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The majority of farmers are purchasing inputs either at the provincial headquarters or local agricultural input seller. Increasing their capacity to provide 

products at the right time, variety and quantity will result in a better customer experience.  

We strongly recommend focusing the programme efforts on strengthening the capacity of the existing agro dealers through specific interventions in high 

potential areas and leveraging SOBA partner’s strengths, either by a traditional hub and spoke or agency model. 
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41% 
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The frequency of visits by farmers is encouraging. Agro dealers are a source of information and vital aspect of the agricultural input value chain. Targeted 

intervention usually yields good results. Training agro dealers in basic bookkeeping, pricing, product placement and agricultural practices can result in an 

exponential sales increase. 
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Agro Dealer Survey 

 

The majority of farmers that purchase inputs from agro dealers are smallholder farmers. Marketing activities targeted towards small scale farmers will be of 

more benefit to agro dealers. Establishing a data base of clients and developing information packages and products and services targeting the segment will 

result in a higher ROI for the agriculture input suppliers and agro dealers. 
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Agro dealers are not promoting their products or services. They rely on reputation and word of mouth. An overwhelming number of farmers feel their local 

agro dealers do not provide a sufficient quantity or variety of products. Stock outs and appropriate product range is a major handicap to increasing 

productivity. 
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The supply of products for the agro dealers is a major hindrance to serve the retail clients better. Ag input suppliers are inefficient in establishing a clear 

distribution model to serve their clients. SOBA’s efforts in supporting suppliers must continue and be intensified. However, focusing one step down the 

value chain is also necessary to improve the chances of making inputs more accessible to small holder farmers. 
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Financial constraints are one of the major barriers that prevent farmers from purchasing agricultural inputs. Most farmers choose to purchase their 

products using formal and informal credit lines. It is advisable for agro dealers to create a repayment system that is not too strenuous to farmers and at the 

same time convenient for their business. Trust based credit lines have limited scalability and formalizing lay ways or credit lines with basic record keeping 

can increase repayment rates. 

 

 

Just like most of their customers, most agro dealers lack enough finances to purchase inventory. This creates a shortage of products in the shop especially 

when there is a high demand.  Suppliers sometimes run out of stock and this negatively affects the agro dealers’ inventory and the farmers’ purchase of 

inputs. 

 

4% 
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Opportunity Mapping 

Soil Testing 
The fundamental cause of declining per capita food production in Africa is soil fertility depletion in smallholder farms. For countries whose GDP is largely 

dependent on agriculture, restoring their soil’s fertility should be considered an important investment. This can be done through improved soil 

management practices, soil conservation technology and enabling policies that support preservation of soil. 

Due to the ecological, bio-physical and socio-economic diversity of the famers in the region it has been proven that no soil fertility restoration technology 

has improved soil productivity. A lot of small scale farmers are not able to easily adapt and implement the technologies that are being generated. However, 

they are still available in different categories, such as the following.  

 The use of locally available soil amendments such as lime, dolomites and phosphates. 

 Increased use of mineral fertilizers in an efficient way. 

 Recycling of organic products in and out of the firm (animal manure, crop residues and compost). 

 Effective methods of controlling soil erosion. 

 Indigenous and improved land use systems such as crop rotation, agroforestry and intercropping. 

 Use of Integrated Plant Nutrition Systems (IPNS), which has benefits such as maintaining and adjusting soil fertility and increasing plant nutrient 

supply. 
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Opportunities 

Daktari wa Udongo (Soil Doctor) is a professional Soil Testing and Fertilizer Use advisory service utilizing an SMS platform. It is based in Kenya. It was set up 
by Cropnuts Laboratory Services to deliver timely and integrated fertilizer recommendations to the smallholder farmers in Africa by SMS, which gives them 
the knowledge and advice to improve their crop yields through building soil health and improving fertilizer management. 

 

How it Works 

Daktari wa Udongo service is supported and implemented by a professionally trained agent network distributed throughout all agricultural productive 

counties in Kenya. The service utilizes ICT and mobile phone solutions which combine innovation, science and technology to communicate with these 

farmers. Smallholder farmers can send an SMS with the Name of their COUNTY to 0701 294834 from any phone, and get a reply with the contacts details of 

the Appointed agents in their County. 

As a service, Daktari wa Udongo does not sell any farm inputs. They supply farmers with soil amendments inputs and fertilizer management 

recommendations based on the soil results. 
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Cropnuts Website 
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Organic Fertilizer 
In 2013, 3% of the world’s fertilizer consumption was used in Africa. This accounts for 1.9% Potash, 3.3% Phosphate and 3.1% Nitrogen. Between 2014 and 

2018, it is expected that the demand for Phosphate, Nitrogen and Potash will be 2.7%, 3.2% and 7.8%. 

Opportunities 

1. Taka Taka Solutions 

To tackle Nairobi’s waste management problem, Taka Taka Solutions offers an affordable waste management system to low and medium income areas. 

They recycle and reuse 93% of the waste collected and separate it into more than 40 different fractions then distributed to different industries including the 

agriculture industry. The organic part of the waste is used to produce high quality compost (organic fertilizer) and sold to farmers to improve soil fertility, 

which is a major challenge for Kenyan farmers. 

Taka Taka targets smallholder farmers to educate them and provide enough information about organic fertilizers. The company has received a grant from 

USAID to assist them in establishing a sales channel through a network of existing agro dealers. 
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Taka Taka Website 
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2. Accra Compost and Recycling Plant Limited (ACARP) 

Accra Compost and Recycling Plant Limited (ACARP) is an integrated waste processing company located in Ghana. They collect, source, process and recycle 

waste. The company is known for producing organic manure for farmers in Ghana and West Africa. 

ACARP Products 

 

Pure Organic Compost 
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ACARP Website 
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Hybrid Seeds for Grains 
Hybrid seeds are a result of cross breeding two parent plants with desirable traits. The current hybridization methods result in drought resistant and pest 

resistant crops. This is useful for crop adaptation during climate change and increases food security and farmer income in the long run. 

Over the last 10 years in Western Kenya, a combination of improved maize hybrids and easy access to fertilizers has increased the yields to more than 

double. They increased from 838 kilos per hectare to 1,935 kilos per hectare. In Sierra Leone significant focus has been placed on rice seeds but little 

research on maize. Currently farmers are re utilising “Western Yellow” seed variety for many years. 

Irrigation 
Sierra Leone has more than 160 billion cubic metres of renewable water resources. Less than 0.5% of this is used annually. Only 70% of the water 

withdrawn every year is used by the agriculture sector. Agricultural irrigation practices are limited to the use of water cans so production is almost 

exclusively rain fed. This limits yields, timeliness of the outputs and contributes to the substance system in place.   

Opportunities 

1. Treadle Pump 

A treadle pump is a simple and effective human-powered irrigation device placed above a well to draw ground water to the surface. It is operated by 

stepping on the treadle which causes the system to suck water from wells. They are commonly used by small scale farmers. This irrigation system can 

increase farmer income by extending the traditional crop growing season and increasing the variety of crops that can be cultivated. 

2. Kickstart 

To lift millions off Africans out of poverty, Kickstart is designing simple tools for smallholder farmers to use. In 1998, the company developed manually 

operated MoneyMaker irrigation pumps that allow farmers to easily da water from rivers. The MoneyMaker Max (MMM), a high quality, human powered 

treadle pump was launched in 2012 and allows farmers to irrigate up to 2 acres of land per day. This is a low cost and effective solution that weighs just 

16kgs and can draw water from depths up to 7metres. The most recent version of this pump is the Super MoneyMaker(SMM) which is more durable, 22% 

lighter rust resistant and easier to operate. 
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Kickstart Products 

 

Kickstart MoneyMaker pump (image source: kickstart.org) 
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Kickstart Website 
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3. SunCulture 

Low rains and high energy costs are a major problem to most African farmers. To help solve this problem, Sunculture developed the SunCulture AgroSolar 

Irrigation Kit which combines a highly efficient drip irrigation system with a cost effective solar pumping technology. 

Sunculture Products 
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Sunculture Website 
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4. Drip Lines 

Drip lines are used for the drip irrigation system whereby water drips slowly to the roots of the plants. Drip lines consist of plastic or PVC pipes, valves, 

emitters and narrow tubes for dripping water. 
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5. Product Diversification 

The number of stocking units and lack of a retail strategy is limiting the chances of farmers to break out form the subsistence farming cycle. Agricultural 

production is as the result of a clear relationship of inputs/outputs. Fomenting a retail sector that offer product ranges for different income levels and crops 

is paramount to change the current land scape.  

For each product category, agro chemicals, animal feeds, veterinary drugs, vegetable and grains seeds, animal supplements, tools, irrigation products and 

fertilizers retailers need to diversify product offerings. Some products of these categories are not available in the country but are nevertheless important 

inputs that famers cannot do without if they want to become productive. SOBA’s programmatic intervention needs to address these shortcomings and act 

as a catalysts to incentivize new importers, distributors, suppliers, manufactures and multinationals to enter the market. Farmers presently can only access 

a limited number of hybrid vegetable seeds and three types of fertilizers. Tools are available from local blacksmiths and some selected suppliers in 

Freetown. Agro dealers are offering less than 20 SKU’s to farmers. 

Brand Awareness 
Farmers are not brand conscious at the moment. Little effort has been made by suppliers to build a trusted brand. Usually farmers refer to products by their 

technical description “15:15:15” or “DAP”. This represents a lost opportunity to develop loyal brand ambassadors.  

The dynamics of a brand are intricate and nuanced. People often confuse branding with marketing, believing they are one in the same. Others believe 

branding is simply creating or applying a logo. But it is much more than that. Branding, at it’s core, is about deliberately developing a long term business 

strategy and consistent customer experience.  

Without a strategic brand that encapsulates the essence of your identity and ultimate objectives, you cannot effectively compel a loyal audience to act. 

Your brand is the environment around your product or service. It’s a collection of perceptions about the way you operate.  

Think of your brand as the soul of your business. It’s the story that people believe about who you are. It’s not what you do, but the way in which you do it. 

It’s not just your logo, the color scheme or your website. It’s the essence of what you’re all about. An effective brand fosters loyal relationships that outlast 

any temporary mishap or misunderstanding.  

Brands do not typically come into fruition by accident (though it certainly happens from time to time). They are a result of consistent, deliberate 

investments of time, research, listening and understanding what your audience truly desires.  
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The most powerful brands in the world come from businesses that are able to empathize with their customers. You have to understand what keeps them 

up at night, what are their fears and aspirations, and ultimately you must understand what motivates and compels them act.  

Every time a customer experiences your brand, in any form, it leaves a footprint in their perception of you. The customer service, quality, consistency, 

uniqueness, delivery and the way you respond to difficulty all play an integral role in your brand experience.  

People don’t connect to businesses. They connect to your brand experience. They connect to your story and the way in which you conduct business. There 

is nothing that will foster customer loyalty more than consistent, deliberate investments that develop the lifestyle and culture of your brand.  

Brands influence our perception. They become part of our lives. They influence cultures. Their slogans become our mantras. Their customers are loyal and 

passionate. They become brand ambassadors. Ultimately, these loyal, brand ambassadors will propagate your brand more effectively and efficiently than 

any marketing plan you could ever develop. Give them an experience worth talking about.  

Source: Let_it_grow Brand Development Process  

Operations Strategies 
Soba has signed partnership agreements with three agricultural input suppliers: T-Jal, Salone Seeds and Fresh Salone. After an initial meeting 

with the principals of each company, an operations interview was conducted and a series of meeting with each partner took place to complete 

a strategic operations plan to address specific issues. The ultimate purpose of the excise was aimed at increasing their scalability and 

determined marketing strategies to improve input access to small holder farmers.  

An assessment (below) was done and based on the capabilities of each partner. An operation plan with supporting documentation was 

subsequently prepared. Across the board, bookkeeping and accounting emerged as an urgent issue to be addressed. Without management 

accounts and proper record keeping it is almost impossible to understand the viability of each business, their capacity to invest in marketing or 

expand their footprint to serve more clients. T-Jal specifically did not keep any electronic records, and the paper trail of cash-in and cash-outs 

were unavailable. Salone Seeds had two years worth of audited accounts and after that no electronic records. Fresh Salone had electronic 

records but no accounting packages to generate income statements or balance sheets.  

None of the businesses are operating with a functioning board or had board minutes or an established model for distribution. Salone Seeds has 

not recorded sales in weeks due to a cash crunch and no access to credit. T-Jal had no inventory control or records of any kind, nor did they 

provide a price list during the time of the assignment. A simple brand profile was developed for each company and two brand packages  were 
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developed, one for Salone Seeds and one for Fresh Salone. All partners have a serious capacity in operating basic Microsoft Packages like Excel 

and only Fresh Salone has a capable administrator/accountant.  

None of the businesses have a web site. They have very limited communication materials to provide distributors or farmers. Contracts and 

basic HR practices were only observed by one partner and the consultant developed a pilot project for increased access of inputs and an agent 

distribution model for Fresh Salone. For Salone Seeds a credit line with an international distributor has been agreed. An audit for the last two 

years of accounting packages and training will be provided by KPMG for all three partners as a condition precedent for continued support. 

Marketing Strategies and Opportunities 

Farmer Training 
Solutions, Strategies, and Best Practices in Farmer Training 

The frequency and quality of communication is greatly affected by the communication channels used by agriculture input suppliers. The communication 

channels can be divided into three categories: 

 Written material such as Brochures, manuals and product labels 

 Face to face communication between suppliers, influencers and farmers 

 Communication technologies such as cell phones, tablet computers, internet kiosks, video and radio 

Effective communication should utilize a combination of those channels. 

 

One-way and two-way communication channels between firms and farmers (image source: Working with Smallholders, A Handbook for Firms Building Sustainable 

Supply Chains, IFC, World Bank Group) 
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Combining communication channels reinforces messaging and also facilitates a feedback loop between the farmer and the agriculture input supplier. 

When supply chains become more developed, the complexity of communication increases. While basic supply chains communicate payment and 

delivery information, more complex supply chains communicate crop price information, training, agricultural practices, product specifications, weather 

and finance opportunities. 

 

Types of information disseminated or collected through training and other communication channels (image source: Working with Smallholders, A Handbook for Firms 

Building Sustainable Supply Chains, IFC, World Bank Group) 
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Effective Training Tools 

 Manuals for farmers. 

o These manuals integrate simple, feasible messages into training material for farmers. They do not need reference guides for field staff. 

They are developed in local language using pictures and graphics that reflect the local context. 

 Reference Guides 

o These are manuals providing a detailed list of diagnosis on diseases, pests and nutritional deficiencies. It also provides information on 

the theory behind the recommendations that were made. 

 Posters and Flip Charts 

o These are tools commonly used to supplement the trainers’ presentations. Crop cycle calendars, pictorial guides and reference cards 

are shorter and less dense. These are helpful especially when the farmers’ literacy is low. 

 Videos 

o Videos in the form of DVDs are quite popular and effective for training farmers.  

o Some firms provide their staff with digital tablets to assist them in training farmers with videos and collecting data.  

o It has been proven that the use of ICT increases the farmers’ loyalty to the firm. They also trust their learning. 
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Checklist for designing training material (image source: Working with Smallholders, A Handbook for Firms Building Sustainable Supply Chains, IFC, World Bank Group) 
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Mass Media, Information & Communication Technologies 
Reducing Cost and Increasing Reach with Mass Media 

When communicating with farmers across broad distances, mass media is a powerful tool. Some of the examples of mass media include pamphlets, 

newspapers, inserts and instructional labels. The usefulness of mass media is reduced when there is lack of opportunity to reinforce learning and decreases 

the impact.  

ICT has gained popularity because it is considered to be less costly per famer than face to face communication. Many firms are developing systems to 

transmit information to farmers and help them access it through the internet or mobile phones. Systems that rely on ICT have an annual cost of less than 

$50. However, the depth of information collected and disseminated through ICT is limited. 
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(Image source: Working with Smallholders, A Handbook for Firms Building Sustainable Supply Chains, IFC, World Bank Group) 
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Indicative comparison of cost and capacity for various information delivery methods (image source: Working with Smallholders, A Handbook for Firms Building 

Sustainable Supply Chains, IFC, World Bank Group) 

 

ICT Approaches 

Combining ICT and staff may increase costs but it also increases effectiveness and efficiency. For example, sending staff to the field with digital tablets 

to train farmers is quite costly however, they allow the staff to use videos and collect useful data. In the long run, this has proven to be much more 

effective in terms of increasing farmer yields.  

Budget 

The cost, intensity and capacity of various communication tools vary widely. An increase in the amount of information and intensity of communication 

channels will increase the cost per farmer. Radio messages may cost less than 1$ per farmer but transmit limited information and have minimum 
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interaction with the farmer. The effectiveness of the transmitted message will be lower on radio than a more interactive platform. In Sierra Leone the 

cost of radio advertisement is low in absolute terms but local radio stations have little or no information on their reach and target audience. 

For a firm that requires mobile field staff to interact with farmers, they need to design an extension system that meets the objectives with minimum 

cost. 

Expected Return on Investment 

In order to effectively assess the benefits of the communication tools chosen by input suppliers, it is important to establish clear training goals and a 

reasonable timeframe for obtaining your return on investments. This helps in managing expectations among field staff, farmers and firm. Cost metrics 

such as number of farmers per extension agent and cost per trained farmer can assist in measuring the return on Investment. It is more complex to 

track the trainings’ impact because short term tangible benefits such as productivity crop quality and certification are easily measured compared to 

increased goodwill among suppliers, which is a less tangible, long term benefit. For SOBA’s existing partner’s, one commercial viability is established, 

one distribution model has been executed, inventory is available, marketing strategies can be rolled out, and ROI calculations are completed. 
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Permission Marketing 
Permission marketing is the privilege (not the right) of delivering anticipated, personal and relevant messages to people who actually want to get them. 

It recognizes the new power of the best consumers to ignore marketing. It realizes that treating people with respect is the best way to earn their attention. 

Pay attention is a key phrase here, because permission marketers understand that when someone chooses to pay attention they are actually paying you 

with something precious. And there's no way they can get their attention back if they change their mind. Attention becomes an important asset, something 

to be valued, not wasted. 

Real permission is different from presumed or legalistic permission. Just because you somehow got a number doesn't mean you have permission. Real 

permission works like this: if you stop showing up, people complain, they ask where you went. 

With permission, one does not start by asking for the sale at first impression. They earn the right, over time, bit by bit. 

One of the key drivers of permission marketing, in addition to the scarcity of attention, is the extraordinarily low cost of dripping to people who want to 

hear from you. RSS and email and other techniques mean you don't have to worry about stamps or network ad buys every time you have something to say. 

Home delivery is the milkman's revenge... it's the essence of permission. 

Permission doesn't have to be formal but it has to be obvious. A friend has permission to call if he needs to borrow five dollars, but the person you meet at 

a trade show has no such ability to pitch you his entire resume, even though he paid to get in. 

Subscriptions are an overt act of permission. That's why home delivery newspaper readers are so valuable, and why magazine subscribers are worth more 

than newsstand ones. 

In order to get permission, you make a promise. You say, "I will do x, y and z, I hope you will give me permission by listening." And then, this is the hard part, 

that's all you do. You don't assume you can do more. You don't sell the list or rent the list or demand more attention. You can promise a newsletter and talk 

for years, you can promise a daily RSS feed and talk every three minutes, you can promise a sales pitch every day, but the promise is the promise until both 

sides agree to change it. You don't assume that just because you're running for President or coming to the end of the quarter or launching a new product 

that you have the right to break the deal. You don't. 

Permission doesn't have to be a one-way broadcast medium. The internet means you can treat different people differently, and it demands that you figure 

out how to let your permission base choose what they hear and in what format. 
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If it sounds like you need humility and patience to do permission marketing, you're right. That's why so few companies do it properly. The best shortcut, in 

this case, is no shortcut at all.  

Source: Sethgodin.com 

Content Marketing for Farmers 
When compared to most industries, agriculture has the lowest percentage of content marketing usage. Non-digital tactics are preferred by most marketers 

in the sector. Most of them believe that retaining customers is more important than generating leads. However, companies can use a mixture of both 

online and offline techniques to reach their customers. 

When marketing to farmers, the first step is to get enough data/information on the farmers you are planning to market to then choose the means of 

communication. 

Benefits of Content Marketing 

• Fostering trust 

• Increased engagement 

• Increased customer loyalty 

• Building relationships between companies and customers 

Great content on a consistent basis will increase the company’s returns in the long run. You can measure your returns on investment from content 

marketing through: 

• Customer retention 

• Brand awareness 

• Quality or quantity improvement 

• Shorten sales cycle 

• Increased Brand awareness 
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Sample Content for Farmers in Africa 

• New farming trends 

• Market rates for farming products 

• Weather forecasts 

• Agriculture tips 

• Bids and offers 

• Crop calendars 

Event Driven Marketing for Farmers 
This type of marketing is based on pushing products to customers after a statistical analysis of their likelihood to purchase the product or accept the offer. 

Event Driven Marketing focuses on reaching customers with the products that are relevant to their needs instead of the products that the company wants 

to market. This is why proper research and analysis is done to ensure that the customer’s behaviour and buying patterns have been analysed. 

Steps 

1. Detect your customer’s events or changes in purchase behaviour. 

2. Find the best leads by filtering based on the most recent activity, best offer and communication channels. 

3. Communicate regularly with the customers. 

Benefits/purpose of Event Driven Marketing 

• Focuses on customer needs rather than marketing objectives 

• Optimizes user experience 

• Responds to the user needs 

• Creates customer satisfaction, which in the long run retains customers 

• Creates rich customer experience 

• Increases customer engagement 

 

Sample Event Driven Marketing for Farmers 

• Simple messages sent out to customers who have purchased your company’s products. This is best done as soon as they purchase.  
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o “Thank you for purchasing our high grade watermelon seeds” 

• Up-sell or cross-sell messages during interactions. 

o When a customer is purchasing seeds, you can offer a fertilizer brochure.  

o This is a list of relevant products attached to the principle product. It often reflects “items that other customers have purchased, who 

have also purchased this product”. 

• Messages after a long period of time such as 12 months when the customer has significantly changed their behaviour.  

o When you get a notification that one of your regular customers has started buying more products in bulk.  

o This should encourage you to communicate with them, to send offers, etc. 

• Sales promotion during harvest season when farmers have more disposable income and are willing to purchase inputs. 

 

SMS Campaigns 
SMS is one of the most valuable resources for farmers in Africa. For most small scale farmers this is the only source for obtaining market rate prices for 

crops or access to inventory levels and general agricultural practices.   

As established during a recent survey, 100% of Sierra Leone farmers use analogue phones.  SMS marketing is therefore ideal for them. 

How it Works 

Customers/farmers subscribe to a provided number or short code in order to get information on a regular basis. 

Reasons for the mobile or SMS marketing 

• To create a content sharing platform based on permission marketing. Customers subscribe to receive the information.  

• It is a more intimate way of providing information.  

• Creates loyalty among those customers who are interested in your company’s products. 

• This type of marketing makes the company a thought and product leader. 

Opportunities 

1. Echomobile 

Echomobile is a Nairobi based firm that builds and deploys mobile-first communication, interaction, research and management information tools. Their aim 

is to minimize this cost by making communication with everyone (no matter what kind of phone they own), affordable, quick, simple, and deeply scalable.  
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They enable organizations of all types to communicate with the people that matter to them (customers, beneficiaries, users, staff, anyone) at no cost to the 

respondent.  

Echomobile supports a growing list of mobile channels, which currently includes toll-free SMS, Interactive Voice Response, USSD, Android and web-based 

communications. 
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 Echomobile Website 
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TXT Connect 

TXTconnect offers text messaging services and SMS marketing solutions. TXTconnect web-based application allows businesses, government, non-profit 

organizations and other enterprises from various industries to establish a 2-way communication channel with their audience. 

SMS text messaging and marketing solutions offered by TXTconnect help efficiently reach your target group at the moment your services are needed the 

most. For instance, emergency alerts for schools and colleges, or an appointment reminder for patients. It also provides monthly promotions that your 

target groups desire, but do not have any time to follow up your Facebook or Twitter pages. SMS text messaging is a great solution that is always by the 

hand and in the pocket of your target group.    

TXTconnect is a service of TXT Sierra Leone that provides customized mobile solutions to all kind of businesses around the world. 

Price List 

BRONZE SILVER GOLD 

€15  €65 €100 

1 Keyword 3 keywords 5 keywords 

100 messages 500 messages 1000 messages 
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TXT Connect Website 
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1. MFarm 

MFarm is a Nairobi based firm that offers information to farmers about prices and other agricultural aspects via mobile (SMS) and web based systems. They 

also provide a collaborative platform for the farmers to interact with cooperatives, farm input suppliers, agro-vet stores and experts who provide specialist 

information to the farmers. 

MFarm Website 
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2. ESoko  

Formerly known as TradeNet, Esoko is a Ghana based technology company whose mission is to improve communication with famers.  

How Their Marketing App Works 

Alerts 

Send SMS messages with market info, weather or best practices. Schedule messages once and they'll automatically deliver every day to 1k – 2k people. 

Steps 
1. Schedule messages by day and hour 
2. Personalize alerts for each farmer 
3. Customize by language, currency and measure 

 

Push 

Bulk messaging is a great way to drive sales, source product, launch campaigns, or emphasize best practices. Reach people over SMS or recorded voice 

messages. 

Steps 
1. Schedule a series of messages 
2. Save templates and reuse 
3. Take advantage of low SMS rates 

 
Inbox 

Open your business or project to client feedback by publishing your own number and tracking the comments and questions that come in. Track all the 

messages you receive 

Steps 
1. Set automatic responses 
2. Let clients subscribe to content or join a groups 
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MarketPlace 

Link buyers and sellers and farmers to market, study historical data and keep informed of the latest trends. 

Steps 

1. Watch the markets & commodities that interest you 

2. Create SMS alerts on prices and buyers 

3. Trend prices over time in reports 
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E Soko Website 
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Leveraging Technology to Improve Supply Chain 
iProcure 

iProcure  delivers  critical  agricultural  inputs  to  rural  communities  facing harsh  financial  and  logistical challenges. To do this, they’ve built a 

sophisticated distribution platform that dramatically improves supply chains, costs and  real time  market  analytics.  As a result, they fuel the economic 

potential of both the communities they serve and their partners who supply them.  

Services 

• Distribution 

o Farm supply products are easily available to remote rural communities. 

• Advertisement 

o The platform allows retailers to advertise to their potential consumers directly. 

• Monitoring of Business 

o Allows retailers to monitor their turnover remotely, access performance data and supervise their commerce in real time while lowering 

transactional cost associated with traditional quality control methods. 

• Business Optimization 

o iProcure provides you with an holistic service. Data collected through iProcure allows manufacturers and distributers to streamline their 

production process by capturing key information on product demand and introduces predictability into supply chain process. 
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iProcure Website 
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Dimagi 

Founded in 2007, Dimagi is a technology company that provides CommCare service to track and support their clients with registration forms, checklists, 

SMS reminders, and multimedia. It is easily customizable, open source mobile platform that supports frontline workers in low-resource settings. Dimagi has 

a team of Field Managers that work directly with end users to design, test, and iterate a mobile application or system. 

CommCare Sales Mobile Applications 

Frontline workers can use CommCare to track and support their clients with registration forms, checklists, SMS reminders, and multimedia. 

Features: 

• A suite of customized mobile solutions addressing the challenges of the last mile distribution to the BOP 

• Developed on Dimagi’s unique open-source and cloud-based platform 

• Unique set of critical features that makes the solution: 

• Adapted to low-literate users and offline settings 

• Available on Android and Java phones 

• Inexpensive 

• Customizable by non-programmers through an app. builder and an app. store 

CommCare Impact 

• 47 countries 

• 9 Active Sectors 

• 492 Projects to Date 

• 5,000 + Active Users 

• 2.5 Million Cases to Date 

 

 

How CommCare Works 
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The Transaction Tracking Mobile Application focuses on the workflow 
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Dimagi Website 
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The Value of Visual References 
Farmers around the world tend to be very visual in how they learn. They utilize visual elements to demonstrate yield or better roots or other physical 

aspects of a plant that are much more memorable than simply talking about the usual issues.  

What are visual elements? They are primarily photos, but also include simple illustrations, colour, symbols, logos, icons and even clever props to emphasize 

a point such as baskets full of maize to represent yields. Your goal is to support key messages through the use of visual references that your audience can 

already relate to and that they will remember. 

Visual Examples 

Display Roots 

The big differences in root quality between several maize hybrids are quite visual. To communicate this key sales point, a company representative dug up 

roots, washed them off, and passed them around for discussion during a field day. 

Display Growing Plants 

One inexpensive yet eye-catching way to visually demonstrate a product is by displaying the crop in a new or different way. In picture #2, the sales 

representative removed the upper portion of the maize plant and peeled back the husks to highlight the large, uniform maize ears. 

Display Grains 

Colourful field signs can provide a visual backdrop for product displays. Farmers like being able to touch products, so displaying them in boxes, buckets, and 

baskets is a good approach. 

Be creative and strategic when preparing products for display. It articulates your pride in your product and the care you take in managing it. Passing the 

display around while pointing out important attributes helps customers remember their value. Field signage is always important. Take care to ensure your 

signs are visual and neat, as shown in the Field Display picture. If your demo or field day plot is neat and organized, customers will assume you take the 

same care with your seed. Samples of strong and weak field signs and logos are included in the following exhibit. 
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Thinking Through Your Logos and Field Signs 

One of the most overlooked yet most important marketing elements is a company’s logo. You need to consider how a logo will translate when turned into 

field signs and posters. A number of practical considerations can help you prevent future issues and expense. 

• Does your logo translate well from colour to black and white applications? 

• Is your logo still readable when reduced in size, such as for a flier or brochure? 

• If your company’s product lineup expands, is your logo still pertinent? 

• Can your logo be easily placed or painted onto a field sign?  

• Is there space for the addition of more information like seed or field numbers? 

Source: The African Seed Company Toolbox: 52 Tools Every Seed Company Manager Should Know How to Use 

Set up a Good Demonstration Plot 
Demonstrations of high-quality seed are the best sales tool a seed company has! However, like any tool, demos will only be effective when focused on the 

right goal and implemented properly. Following the guidelines below will help you maximize the benefits gained from your demos. 

Plan to have more, relatively small demos rather than a few large ones: 

• You will reach more farmers. 

• Smaller demos are easier to manage and easier to hand water, if necessary. 

• Farmers want to see how seed does in a location very close to their own farm, so having demos in as many locations as possible will strengthen 

your sales potential. 

• Some demos will not thrive, so you want to spread your risk by setting up a fairly large number of them. 

• The number of demos to plant is your choice. Some new companies have been very successful with as many as 35. Five or six demos are most 

likely too few, but having more than 35 or 40 for a smaller company becomes hard to manage. Success will depend upon your staff support and 

the locations you choose for your demos. 
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Choose your locations carefully: 

• High-traffic areas are best. You want as many farmers as possible to pass by each demo as it is maturing.  

o Good locations are near churches, mosques, schools, main roads, market centers, village centers, athletic fields, etc. 

• Select locations that will be relatively easy for your staff to visit during the season.  

o You will want to check-in regularly to see how the demo is maintained and how the crops are doing. 

Carefully select a local person to manage the demo and involve him or her in the planting. 

 If the demo is successful, consider offering a small but meaningful bonus to the demo manager based upon local farmer interest in the demo. This person is 

important because he or she can help you educate other farmers and promote your seed. Managing the demo is a professional obligation and the person 

doing it deserves professional consideration. You will both benefit if the demo is well planted and well maintained. 

Plan your demo carefully: 

• Carefully mark off rows and spacing. Anywhere from two to four rows of each variety is sufficient. Rows do not need to be excessively long; 10 

meters can be sufficient if the growing conditions are adequate. 

• If the demo is on a slope, ensure that the rows run perpendicular to the slope of the land in order to retain water and reduce soil erosion. 

• Good management practices must be used. Ensure that your instructions regarding fertilizer application (both amount and positioning of 

fertilizer in the soil relative to seed), weeding, the number of seeds per hill, gap planting, etc., are followed carefully. This is an excellent 

opportunity to teach the local demo manager proper management techniques if he or she is not practicing them already. 

• If the demo is at risk of failing due to lack of water, the demo manager should judiciously hand water the crops if possible. Drought does not 

occur every year, and you do not want to lose the potential educational benefit of your demo by losing the entire plot to drought. However, be 

sure to treat all entries in the demo equally, even the local landrace, so that farmers can still compare performance. 

Include all seed of your product line that is well adapted to the demo location and that you wish to demonstrate to farmers. 

 Ideally, you will only demonstrate seed that you will have for sale in the coming season, but, in some cases, it makes sense to include seed of a 
variety you hope to have available in the future so that farmers can begin to assess how it performs in the local environment. You must, however, 
be honest with them about when you expect to have the seed available for sale. 

 

As part of the demo, you must include the most commonly planted non-improved seed that local farmers are using. 
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 For example, include the local landrace variety and/or OPV, in the case of maize, if you are demonstrating hybrids. While some seed companies 
believe that they do not need to do this because “all the local farmers know what the local landrace looks like,” it is important to include it in the 
demo. Farmers need to see improved seed and non-improved seed side by side. When the plot is mature it will be a great visual tool when you are 
visiting the plot with farmers to discuss the benefits of your seed. 

 
When the crops begin to show their potential, it is a very good idea to put your company’s sign on the demo. 

 Passers-by will want to know whose seed it is, the variety name, and when it was planted. The sign should convey a good impression of your 
company and be a good reflection on the quality of your seed. 

 
At the appropriate time, plan a farmer visit at the demonstration plot. 

 This can vary from something informal, such as a local village gathering with a representative of your company to learn about the success of the 
plot, to something larger and more formal, such as a large scale field day. If the demo performs well, be sure to invite local opinion leaders to the 
gathering so they can learn about your seed.  

 
Finally, be smart and make sure that farmers who come to see the demo will have a convenient option for purchasing your seed. 

 Set up demos that are convenient to potential customers and also to a purchasing location. Let farmers know where they can buy the seed if they 
like the demo. 
 

Source: The African Seed Company Toolbox: 52 Tools Every Seed Company Manager Should Know How to Use 

Plan a Successful Field Day 
Field days are important venues for showcasing your company and your products. Following the steps below will help ensure the success of your field day. 

1. Start to plan early! Late planning is the enemy of a good field day. 

2. Think about the farmers you want to attract: 

• How do they typically hear about events in their area? 

• What is a convenient time and day for them to attend a field day? 

• From how far away will they typically come? 

• Perhaps most importantly, what will they want to learn or see at a field day?  
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• Are they literate, semiliterate, or illiterate? 

• Think about the answers to these questions for both men and women farmers.  

• Don’t overlook what is best and most convenient for the women farmers. 

3. Because farmers are visual learners, determine how you will provide visual tools at your field day. Consider whether farmers will respond to: 

• Laminated photos you pass around 

• Demonstrations of actual planting techniques 

• Sample seed packages for purchase, which will teach them about quality, seed treatment, etc. 

• Signs on your plot 

• Samples of beans, grain, cobs, etc. to see and feel 

• Food products to pound, cook, or taste 

4. Bring in some good speakers, outside of company personnel, to visit with or speak to the farmers. Possibilities include a local extension worker who 

is familiar with the benefits of your seed, a satisfied customer who can talk to the other farmers, or someone from the local research institute. If a 

good farmer was involved in planting the demo, allow him or her to speak to the group to talk about his or her experience with your seed. Discuss 

expected yield, how much the additional yield might be worth, and what a farmer could do with the additional money from selling the extra 

harvest. 

5. Make a plan for how you will publicize the field day. Announce it in advance and try to remind potential attendees closer to the event. Be very 

specific about time, location, and why farmers should attend. Try to encourage groups to come together. If there is a local school group, invite the 

older students, if appropriate, as they will learn too. 

6. Invite other local decision leaders to attend and learn. However, do not let the field day become a forum for local politicians or government officials 

to make speeches. The focus should stay clearly on the farmers and on demonstrating the benefits of your improved seed to the farmers. 

7. Plan ahead to determine what you want to leave with farmers to remind them of your company (e.g., a brochure, a package of sample seed, a visor, 

a great story, a raffle drawing memory, a better understanding of good farming practices, impressions from great photos). 

8. Lay out the program for the field day, including speakers, testimonials, education, conveying practical information on where to purchase seed, etc. 

Leave ample time for farmers to look at the plot, examine photos, ask questions, and talk with the company representatives. 

9. Be practical. Look at the field day through your customers’ eyes. 
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• Make sure speakers can be heard and seen. This is often a very big problem at field days. Speakers MUST be heard! 

• Make sure farmers know what they are looking at. What is the variety? When was it planted? Did you use fertilizer? What yield do you 

expect? 

• Be sure that farmers have a chance to ask questions. Ask them questions too, especially about their preferences. An interactive field day is 

more interesting for farmers than a one-way lecture. 

10. In advance, identify the key decision makers or opinion influencers who will be attending your field day. Pay special attention to them, making sure 

that they have a chance to ask any questions they might have and possibly asking them to consider planting some sample seed and give you 

feedback after the next growing season. 

11. Determine in advance whether or not you want to sell small, trial-size samples at the field day. Doing this can be a very easy way of helping farmers 

who have always saved seed to take a safe, small, first step toward adoption of improved seed. 

Source: The African Seed Company Toolbox: 52 Tools Every Seed Company Manager Should Know How to Use 

Promotional Brochures That Sell 
Creating good company brochures will provide a strong boost to your sales by attracting prospective customers, as well as strengthening the loyalty of 

existing customers. In addition, good brochures will strengthen your company’s reputation with the distributors of your products. 

A good brochure is one that gets read and is remembered later. A brochure that gets read and remembered is one that has a clear purpose and is well 

planned. It’s also important to use effective design, an appropriate level of writing, proper language/dialect, and local photographs when possible. 

Identifying the Audience 

1. Define Your Purpose 

• Will the brochure be used generally to familiarize farmers with your seed company and its approach? 

• Is its purpose to promote a specific seed product? 

• Are you trying to differentiate your company or products from your competition? 

• Is your goal to update customers on a new product, a new program, or harvest results? 

• Are you promoting an event, such as an open house or field day? 

2. Identify Your Audience 
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• Your message should be crafted for a specific audience, such as smallholder farmers in your selling area or agro-dealers who could 

distribute your product. 

• A common tendency for businesses is to blanket all customers and prospects with each message or with a multipurpose brochure. This 

dilutes your messages because the reader does not feel that you are speaking directly to her or him. 

• Remember that many, if not most, of the farmers who are potential customers are women. Tailor your communication to them, too. 

 

Empathize with the Reader 

Ask yourself: If I am a prospective customer, what would I want to know about this company? What would convince me to try their products? If women 

farmers are a large portion of your potential customer base, what is particularly important to them? 

This is where many seed companies start to get off track. Rather than thinking about their readers’ needs and perspectives, they think it is more important 

to list all of the managers’ names, outline their history as a company, and detail their professional affiliations. This type of information does not help sell 

seed. Instead, customers want to know about: 

• Products and their specific characteristics 

• The benefits of purchasing the products and why farmers should switch from their current seed practice 

• Whether or not others are benefiting from using the products 

• Where to get more information 

• How they can purchase the products 

• The values and reputation of the company (To some extent, this needs to be demonstrated by the company rather than laid out in a brochure, 

but your brochure should reinforce your values. It is important to pay attention to this.) 

Determine the distribution Model 

For example, if you want a brochure that is given away in large quantities by your agro-dealers to prospective customers, you will probably want to create 

something fairly simple and inexpensive, such as a flier. However, if you want a brochure to give away in more limited quantities to prospective agro-

dealers, village heads, potential sources of finance, and large customers at a major field day, you may elect to develop something like a two-sided, tri-fold 

brochure. 
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Follow Design Principles 

1. An effective brochure starts with a strong headline. That headline should speak directly to the audience and be visually attractive. 

2. Write your brochure content to summarize features, advantages, and benefits: “This seed contains new and better disease resistance (feature) 

that will increase your yield (advantage) and put more profit into your pocket (benefit).” 

3. Make your company name and logo visible. 

4. Always include your company’s contact information. 

5. Use subtitles and visuals like photographs to emphasize your selling points and key messages. 

6. Use language that is clear and easy to read. The brochure should not be overcrowded and jammed with confusing, unconnected messages. 

A Word About Photos 

Farmers are very visual, so selecting and using good photos is important. Good photos will clearly demonstrate the product benefits and show how 

customers’ lives will become better through the use of the products. The photos should include some “element of scale,” such as a person or a hand with 

the product, so that the viewer can easily see, for example, how large the ear of maize is or the yield from a hectare of rice. If you are using color photos, it 

is advisable that you work closely with the printer to make sure that the coloring in the photos is correct before the full printing is undertaken. Farmers do 

not like photos with sickly-looking, off-color crops! 

A well-worded caption can be a strong selling point. For example, “Mrs. Matumba tripled her maize harvest this year by switching to our Mbegu Bora maize 

hybrid and by using small amounts of fertilizer. Her family will eat well, and she will have extra maize to sell in order to pay school fees for her children.” 

In summary 

Qualities of a Good Brochure 

• Be very strongly focused on the targeted audience and take the audience into account (e.g., what information is most important to them, how 

literate they are, etc.) 

• Be clear, well-written, and attractive 

• Contain strong visual references, such as attractive photos  

• Outline how the reader will benefit from using your products 

• Address both women and men as prospective customers 
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Qualities of a Poor Brochure 

• Be overcrowded and visually unappealing 

• Have no photos or bad photos 

• Be poorly written, possibly even containing spelling or grammatical mistakes 

• Contain a significant amount of information that is not important to customers 

• Fail to address the key customer questions, such as “Where do I get more information?” 

• Be of poor paper and printing quality, casting a negative reflection on the quality of your seed products 

Source: The African Seed Company Toolbox: 52 Tools Every Seed Company Manager Should Know How to Use 

Conclusion 
 Agriculture in Sierra Leone is mainly practiced by Small Scale Farmers. 

 Both female and male farmers are planting a variety of crops in parcels between 2-5 acres.  

 They primarily grow plasas, some exotic vegetables, maize, okra, cassava, sorghum, ground nuts and chic peas. 

 100% of the farmers use analogue phones for communication. 

 Female farmers are less likely to own a phone, be literate, and be part of a farming group. 

 Farmers are not brand conscious when purchasing farm inputs. 

 Financial constraints are a major barrier that keep farmers from purchasing farm inputs. 

 In order to reach farmers, these five major marketing strategies are recommended: Content Marketing, Events Driven Marketing, SMA campaign 

and Leveraging Influencers. 
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